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			TYLO Sense Combi

				
			Standard Tylo Features


				The elements cycle off in stages to maintain an overall more even temperature. This divided output creates a more consistent sauna temperature and reduces energy consumption for a lower cost operation.
	Thermosafe, velvet-smooth (cool-touch) shell covering never gets hot.
	Humidifying reservoir built into all rock trays. (Sense Models)
	Deep stainless steel rock compartment. So efficient that all water splashed over rock evaporates. (None on the floor-ideal for saunas without drains.)
	Triple-mantled construction for durability.
	Approved for use in Canada and U.S.A.
	Volcanic "sauna" rocks provided with all heaters.
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                                Sense Sport
                            

                            
                                                                Entry level Tylo Sense Sport heater has controls conveniently located on the heater.

Has all the features Tylo is known for; including cool-touch shell, staging elements and suberbly engineer rock compartment.

                                                                                                     Starting at:
                                        $1540.00
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                                Sense Plus 
                            

                            
                                                                Tylo Sense Plus is available with the separate Pure and Elite WiFi control. Control is usually installed outside the sauna next to the door, but can be located inside the sauna (as indicated in instruction manual).

                                                                                                     Starting at:
                                        $2700.00
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                                Sense Combi 
                            

                            
                                                                TYLO SENSE COMBI  has a separate reservoir that produces steam - letting you enjoy Traditional (high heat/low humidity) Sauna or Soft Sauna (lower heat/more humidity) in one and the same room.

 


 

                                                                                                     Starting at:
                                        $3400.00
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                                Tylo Pro
                            

                            
                                                                Tylo Pro for saunas where the Sense model are not big enough.

The Tylo pro combines a Helo floor standing heater with one of the Tylo Controls

Tylo Pro is offered in size 10.5kw, 12kw and 14.4 kw.

Comes with 140 lbs of rocks.


Standard with the Tylo Pure control.

The Elite Cloud WiFi control is available as an option.

                                                                                                     Starting at:
                                        $4500.00

                                
                            

                        


                                    

            
        

    

    
        Sweden's Tylo brand sauna heater is an engineering marvel


A sauna heater with distinct design features designed to provide a truly exceptional sauna experience. Tylo heaters all have three unique features. Tylo heaters have a "thermosafe" outer shell. The shell never gets hot to the touch. Tylo has divided output heating elements. All other heaters cycle either 100% or completely off. Tylo heating elements cycle in stages. Initially, all elements are on to heat the room quickly. Then the elements begin to stage off so that only one is operating to maintain an even temperature and low-cost operation. The Tylo rock compartment and grill are designed for maximum efficiency. The side chambers are open for a quicker heat-up.  The rock compartment has direct contact sauna rocks within a stainless steel well.  While the outer shell is cool, the rock compartment is very hot. This thermos effect means every single drop off water poured over the rocks evaporates.  Tylo is the most energy efficient and functionally efficient heater on the market.


And then there's the Combi - the world's first and still best "steaming" sauna heater.  A true marvel - two saunas in one.  Traditional high heat and low humidity or a "soft sauna" with lower heat and higher humidity    
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Tylo Sense models.


Sense Sport:


Mechanical thermostat and Spring Timer at front bottom of heater.


Sense Plus-Pure:


Low voltage separate control with light diodes.


Sense Plus-Elite:


Low voltage separate control. Touch pad &WiFi [image: tylo sense sport sauna heater model]


Sense Combi-Pure:


Separate steaming reservior.

Low voltage separate control with light diodes.


Sense Combi-Elite:


Separate steaming reservoir. Low voltage separate control. 

[image: tylo sense combi sauna heater model]Touch pad &WiFi


The heart of every sauna is the sauna heater.


Tylö sauna heaters are widely renowned and greatly respected for their high quality and distinct features - but not everyone knows all the reasons for this. That's why we'd like to take this opportunity to point out some of the most important benefits of the Tylö design and explain what this means for you. Read on to find out why the hottest range of sauna heaters on the market knocks all the others cold.


Safe to touch.


"Thermosafe" velvety covering ensures a low surface temperature - just 40°C on the front and sides of the heater.


Quickest heat-up time.


Twin side chambers maximize the through-flow of air, minimize heat-up time and economize on running costs.

No other sauna heater uses less energy.


The lowest energy consumption.


Test after test confirms that Tylö is the most energy-efficient sauna heater.


The most even bathing temperature


[image: tylo sense combi plus sauna heater model]


A divided output is the secret behind the constant bathing temperature and lower energy consumption of a Tylö heater. Divided output means the heaters elements cycle in stages. Other heaters go on/off, on/off, etc. causing a temperature swing. Tylo heaters maintain an overall higher and more consistent temperature.


The finest material quality.


Only Tylö has a solid-cast top, inner casing and stainless steel stone compartment.


The best heating elements.


Tylö is the only sauna manufacturer to produce its own heating elements - the very heart of every heater. High quality here is crucial for a long service life, and Tylö elements are widely regarded as unsurpassed.


[image: Tylo sauna heaters infographics]


Optimum water sprinkling.


A deep generously proportioned stone compartment, and direct contact between the stones and the heating elements ensure perfect water sprinkling with 100% vaporization.


The right quantity of stones.


Tylö makes sure that the quantity of stones is perfectly matched to the output. Too many stones prolong heating-up times, leading to higher energy consumption and poorer steam generating performance. Tylö heaters are also the only ones on the market that can be used with or without stones.


[image: Tylo sauna heater]


Built-in humidifier.


This unique Tylö feature further enhances your sauna bathing experiences.


Superior performance.


With a Tylö heater, you can enjoy a pleasant sauna, wet or dry, at whatever temperature you choose from 40-90°C (104-194°F).


Best in the test.


Time and time again Tylö has scored top marks in Finnish sauna tests. Tylö was first awarded the coveted 'Best in Test' accolade in competition with seven Finnish heaters in 1982. A test published in a Finnish magazine (Kuluttaja no. 5, 1995) confirmed that Tylö also has the quickest heating-up time and lowest energy consumption. A SEMKO test in April 1999 confirmed this result and also proved that the steam generating performance of Tylö heaters was unrivaled.
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Optimum water sprinkling.


A deep generously proportioned stone compartment, and direct contact between the stones and the heating elements ensure perfect water sprinkling with 100% vaporization.


The right quantity of stones.


Tylö makes sure that the quantity of stones is perfectly matched to the output. Too many stones prolong heating-up times, leading to higher energy consumption and poorer steam generating performance. Tylö heaters are also the only ones on the market that can be used with or without stones.
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Built-in humidifier.


This unique Tylö feature further enhances your sauna bathing experiences.


Superior performance.


With a Tylö heater, you can enjoy a pleasant sauna, wet or dry, at whatever temperature you choose from 40-90°C (104-194°F).


Best in the test.


Time and time again Tylö has scored top marks in Finnish sauna tests. Tylö was first awarded the coveted 'Best in Test' accolade in competition with seven Finnish heaters in 1982. A test published in a Finnish magazine (Kuluttaja no. 5, 1995) confirmed that Tylö also has the quickest heating-up time and lowest energy consumption. A SEMKO test in April 1999 confirmed this result and also proved that the steam generating performance of Tylö heaters was unrivaled.
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Combi (Soft Sauna)


Click for more info:  Tylo Combi Steaming Sauna Heater Brochure
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The Tylo Sense Combi is quite simply the most sophisticated sauna heater on the market - the only heater that lets you enjoy traditional or Soft Sauna in one and the same room. The choice is yours. We call it Soft Sauna.


A gentle way to share a pleasurable experience. It is just as much a way of life as it is a technical sensation, and yet it takes up just a few square meters of space in your home. Invite your friends and family, select a therapeutic essential oil, feel the warmth and gentle. Steam engulf you, and enjoy being together. Let Soft Sauna make an impression on your day.


 


[image: ]


What's Your Temperature?


Soft Sauna picks up where traditional saunas leave off. Some people prefer a hot and quick sauna, others like to linger in mild temperatures, enjoying the gentle steam and aromatic fragrances. Test for yourself which temperatures and options are ideal for you and your relaxing moment.


Imagine having a family home spa with the resources of a professional spa where you can relax together, exquisitely engulfed in steam and aromatic scents – and yet also be able to enjoy the relaxing dry heat of a traditional sauna. Choose the sauna cubicle and heater that suits you and the way you want your moment to be. A moment that stretches on and beyond.


[image: sauna bathing  temperatures]


 


Double Your Enjoyment


The Combi is like having two saunas in one. In dry mode, it operates like a typical sauna - high heat, low humidity. In "soft sauna" or steam-sauna mode, it is an entirely different sensation. When you splash water on the rocks, you to get that blast of heat. Many of those who enjoy saunas love that sensation. Others find it a bit too intense. When you slow boil  the water, you soften the heat. It takes the edge off. The Combi broadens the appeal of saunas. Those who have historically not like saunas really enjoy it. And old fashioned sauna enthusiast love it even more. You can still splash water on the rocks in steam mode to get that wave of extra heat. The Sense Combi is a true hybrid. Two distinct sauna experiences in one and the same room.


 


Can I Have Steam In a Cedar Room?


The Combi produces steam and the sauna is more humid that a typical sauna, but it does not generate steambath levels of steam. It is not a Turkish bath. You will see steam rising off the heater and you will feel the difference, but the walls do not get wet. And once the Combi has completed its steam cycle, the sauna portion comes on high for 20 minutes to help bake the room dry.
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                                Tylo Sense Heater Manuals


Installation Manuals


	Sense Sport (built in controls)
	Sense Plus with Pure 2.0 Control
	Sense Plus with Elite Control
	Sense Combi Steaming Heater with Pure 2.0 Control
	Sense Combi Steaming Heater with Elite Control



Operating Manuals-(Combi)


	Combi-Pure 2.0 Operating Manual (QSG)
	Video - How to operate Tylo Sense Combi with Pure 2.0 control
	Combi-Elite Operating Manual
	Video - How to operate Tylo Sense Combi with Elite control



TYLO-HELO  PRO MODEL HEATERS with TYLO CONTROLS:


Floor-Standing Heaters for larger saunas (i.e. over 440 cubic feet). 10.5kW, 12 kW& 14.4kW


Tylo/Helo Pro with Pure or Elite Control

                                Tylo Sense Heater Manuals


Installation Manuals


	Sense Sport (built in controls)
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Operating Manuals-(Combi)


	Combi-Pure 2.0 Operating Manual (QSG)
	Video - How to operate Tylo Sense Combi with Pure 2.0 control
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                                Heater Freight Estimate


[image: ] CANADA: 

Most Heaters are picked up at our factory.  Shipping will be about $50.00 to $100.00 depending on destination.


[image: ] UNITED STATES

Freight will be confirmed before the order is finalized.

The U.S. heater freight table below is an estimate based your part of the country.

For zones 1 through 5, freight is included for wall hung heaters.  There is freight surcharge for zones 6-10

and Large Heaters.


	
				
						Heater

							
						   Sauna Craft

						(CM & CW-XR)

							
						Saaku (CP)

							
						 Tylo

						(Sport & Plus)

							
						Tylo

						(Combi)

							
						           FM & Pro                  (Floor Standing)

						
	
						Zone 1

							
						Freight Included

							
						Freight

						Extra

						
	
						Zone 2

						
	
						Zone 3

						
	
						Zone 4

						
	
						Zone 5

						
	
						Zone 6

							
						$50.00

						
	
						Zone 7

							
						$50.00

						
	
						Zone 8

							
						$75.00

						
	
						Zone 9

							
						$75.00

						
	
						Zone 10

							
						$75.00
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                                Heater Freight Estimate


[image: ] CANADA: 

Most Heaters are picked up at our factory.  Shipping will be about $50.00 to $100.00 depending on destination.


[image: ] UNITED STATES

Freight will be confirmed before the the order is finalized.

The U.S. heater freight table below is an estimate based your part of the country.

For zones 1 through 5, freight is included for wall hung heaters.  There is freight surcharge for zones 6-10

and Large Heaters.

Freight surcharge can be seen in cart before checkout. 

Range: Small Heaters = $40.00-$60.00.  Large Heaters = $200.00-$350.00.
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                                115 Bowes Rd. Unit 2 Concord, ON L4K 1H7, Canada
                            

                                            
                                            
                            Toll-free:
                            1-800-387-7029
                        

                    
                                            
                            Phone:
                            905-738-4017
                        

                    
                                            
                            Fax:
                            905-738-2486
                        

                                    

            


            
                Hours of Operation

                	
			Mon:

				
			8:30am - 5:00pm

			
	
			Tues:

				
			8:30am - 5:00pm

			
	
			Wed:

				
			8:30am - 5:00pm

			
	
			Thur:

				
			8:30am - 5:00pm

			
	
			Fri:

				
			8:30am - 4:00pm

			
	
			Sat:

				
			Closed

			
	
			Sun:

				
			Closed
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                    Stay in the Loop

                    Enter your e-mail address in the field to stay updated on promotions & sauna news!
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				Cart is Empty
We are sorry but your cart is empty.
			

			
			
			
					
			  Thank you for visiting SaunaFin.
 
				  
				
					
					
					We are experiencing unusually high demand.
Please give us 24-48 hours to reply to calls and emails.

					Phones will be turned off on Wednesdays,
to give us time to keep up and catch up.
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